
More studies of Spanish translations of Portuguese texts are emerging. Francisco de Moraes, Palmerín de Inglaterra, Libro 1 (Guía de Lectura), ed. Aurelio Vargas Díaz-Toledo, Alcalá de Henares, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos, 2011, 114 pp., is a study guide to accompany the first Spanish translation of the Palmerín de Inglaterra, first printed in Ptg in 1544, with a useful introduction and commentary, glossary and index.

**Acta, Festschriften and Collective Volumes.** RPH, 12.1, 2008, has four important articles on Early Modern Portuguese grammar and literature. Amadeu Torres, ‘No pentacentenario do seu nascimento: contributos linguísticos e pioneirismo teorizante em Fernão de Oliveira